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Vacations

When we talk about Tea of Sri Lanka, we naturally think of the hill country of the Island. The
Hill Country’s indeed one wonderland of tea planters. The beautiful green fields sprawled in
acres. The soft rustle the golden-green tea leaves make as the wild winds sweep across them. The
leaves snuggled down in a veil of mist. The leaves getting cozy in the sunshine. 



 

THE CEYLON TEA MUSEUM HANTANA 

It’s just a 3km away from Kandy in the visinity of Tea Research institute and the show is 
beautiful. The ground and the second floors exhibit some old tea machinery with a past of over 
two centuries. The olden machines still stand proud as if reminiscing their hey-day. The first 
floor is a library. Books, CDs, periodicals, and old photographs of tea factories and estates.

THE LOOLECONDERA ESTATE

Fancy walking in the place where the very first patch of tea was planted on the Island. Where
James Taylor, the pioneer of Ceylon tea planted the first seedlings. It’s wonderful how a little
experiment by Taylor has turned into something so big and successful, to the extent the name of
the Island became a byword for tea. Sri Lankans sure do still love and respect Taylor. The first
ever tea patch planted  here is  known as No 7 field.  A rock seat  used by Taylor,  known as
Taylor’s seat affords the most beautiful views of the surrounding mountains. They say it was
from this seat that Taylor planned and dreamed about the tea plantations in Sri Lanka. 



Labukelle Estate

The Labukelle estate offers tea tours with a view. A factory built in the 1800s the tea factory still
has old-timey machinery. The processing takes place during day and night, so there won’t be a
lot of hustle and bustle during the day. The views from the estate are gorgeous. And a stroll
through the emerald tea fields as the leaves saturate around you is really magical. 

The Heritance Tea Factory 



The name says it all. This beautiful converted tea factory is still fragrant with the tea memories
of the old times. A cup of hot spice tea bids you welcome. The tea-styled bedrooms that used to
be withering lofts, the kitchen that used to be the engine room, and the restaurant that was the tea
grading are. The hotel feels like a miniature tea castle. 

As a finish off to Tea Travels to Sri Lanka, you can make a visit to the Tea Auction in Colombo.
It’s held only twice a week on Tuesday and Wednesday,  so make sure you are there on the
correct day the week. The first ever tea auction took place in the 1880s and those old traditions
and practices are still in place. Around 700 tea factories and 450 buyers partake in the business.


